A generic prediction of scenarios with extra dimensions accessible in TeV-scale collisions is the existence of Kaluza-Klein excitations of the graviton. For a broad class of strongly-warped scenarios one expects to initially find an isolated resonance, whose phenomenology in the simplest cases is described by a simplified model with two parameters, its mass, and a constant Λ with units of mass parameterizing its coupling to the Standard Model stress tensor. These parameters are in turn determined by the geometrical configuration of the warped compactification. We explore the possibility that the 750 GeV excess recently seen in 13 TeV data at ATLAS and CMS could be such a warped Kaluza-Klein graviton, and find a best-fit value Λ ≈ 60 TeV. We find that while there is some tension between this interpretation and data from 8 TeV and from the dilepton channel at 13 TeV, it is not strongly excluded. However, in the simplest scenarios of this kind, such a signal should soon become apparent in both diphoton and dilepton channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
One fascinating possibility for physics at or near the TeV scale is that of gravity in extra dimensions. Depending on the geometry of the extra dimensions, such a scenario can predict new relations [1] between the fundamental Planck scale, where gravity becomes strongly coupled, and the weak scale, shedding new light on the hierarchy problem. A generic feature of these scenarios is the presence of Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations of the graviton, which could be a first signature of such physics.
An excess in the diphoton invariant mass spectrum has recently been reported by both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the 13 TeV LHC [2, 3] , prompting a flood of ≈ 200 papers proposing its interpretation. 1 However, most of these have focussed on the case of a spin-zero resonance (though [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] consider aspects of spin-two resonances).
In particular, it was argued in [5] that a minimal KK graviton scenario is ruled out by the absence of a dilepton signal.
2 However, given the significant implications and interest if the 750 GeV excess were the signal of extra dimensions, it is worth taking a careful look at this interpretation and bounds on it. This is one focus of this paper. At the same time, we describe a simple and natural way to discuss the phenomenology of a KK graviton from a generic extra-dimensional scenario. In general, such scenarios will be "warped;" a simplest example of this phenomenon is exhibited in the Randall-Sundrum model [13] , but much more general possibilities exist in extra-dimensional theories such as string theory. Indeed, if the 750 GeV excess is a KK graviton, the presence of an isolated resonance at this mass scale would indicate a strongly warped scenario, as opposed to one with purely large extra dimensions [1, 14] . We describe a simple and general parameterization of general warped compactifications, and of the phenomenology of their KK graviton modes. In particular, the low-energy phenomenology of the simplest models -with a warped metric and SM matter concentrated at a single point in the extra dimensions -is naturally described in terms of the mass of the lightest KK graviton, and a single parameter Λ with mass dimension one, which characterizes the minimal coupling of this KK graviton to the stress tensor of Standard Model (SM) matter. This paper will explore the interpretation of the LHC13 data as fixing the value of this coupling parameter, and will examine other constraints on it. We find that the combined 13 TeV excess gives Λ ≈ 60 TeV, and while other constraints begin to have tension with this, such a coupling strength is not strongly ruled out. Also, in the simple example of the Randall-Sundrum model, the relevant parameters are apparently not ruled out by the absence of a radion signal, since the radion is expected to be light (< 4 GeV) and very weakly coupled. In turn, in the simplest warped compactification models, the coupling Λ determines the value of the higherdimensional Planck mass. We also find that, again in the simplest models, such a value for Λ should be confirmed, or ruled out, in both the upcoming diphoton data and in that for dileptons.
II. WARPED COMPACTIFICATIONS AND TEV(ISH)-SCALE GRAVITY

A. General warped compactifications
Generic extra-dimensional configurations, e.g. in string theory, are warped, due to the possible presence of frozen-in fluxes and branes. This means that the Ddimensional spacetime metric takes the form 
where
is called the warped volume. From (2) one sees that the fundamental Planck scale M D can be in the T eV range -so with large ratio M 4 /M D -either due to large warp factor e A , or to large volume d n y √ g, or to some combination of the two. This recasts the hierarchy problem as one of explaining the large warped volume. Limiting cases are the large-extra dimensions scenarios of Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali [1, 14] , and the toy warped model of Randall and Sundrum [13] , but a continuum of possibilities exist. In the simplest scenarios, SM matter is taken to reside on a 3 + 1 dimensional subspace of the full geometry, commonly defined by a brane such as the D-branes of string theory, although extra-dimensional structure for gauge fields and matter is also possible.
If M D is in a range near the T eV scale, a variety of important new prospects for phenomenology present themselves; one can in particular find new states below M D arising as higher-dimensional Kaluza-Klein modes. For example in the large-radius [1, 14] limiting case, with vanishing warping A and a toroidal compact manifold, these KK modes have masses m KK ∼ 1/R i where R i are the radii of the torus. More generally the KK masses are determined by characteristic radii of curvature of the geometry, so may depend on the geometry of g ab and/or on the variation scale of the warp factor A(y). This means it is useful to parameterize such phenomenology simply by the lightest KK graviton mass, m 1 , which can have complicated dependence on the internal geometry. There can be other modes in a similar mass range, such as fourdimensional scalars arising from low-energy modes of g ab in the extra dimensions; these moduli modes include the "radion," arising from an overall rescaling of the internal metric.
For the time being we focus on phenomenology of the lightest KK graviton. This state can be described by expanding the four-dimensional part of the metric as
gives the gravitational coupling, and the expansion of the metric perturbation in KK modes is
φ N (y) are the internal wavefunctions of the KK modes, and N = 0, with constant wavefunction, gives the 4d graviton. In the simplest scenarios, focussing on the graviton yields significant predictivity, since in these scenarios gravitons universally couple to the stress tensor T µν of the SM. In particular, consider a higherdimensional lagrangian including the Einstein-Hilbert term and SM matter localized on the brane,
with δ n (y) localizing to y a = 0. We choose the scale of x µ to set A(0) = 0. If one chooses to normalize φ 1 so h 1µν has a 4d canonical kinetic term, one finds a fourdimensional interaction lagrangian
Here the dimension-one constant Λ is given by the gravitational coupling κ and the wavefunction φ 1 at the Standard Model location y a = 0,
In the last equality a simple parameterization of the extra-dimensional wavefunction is introduced as a radius,
1 ; this radius r 1 characterizes the typical density of the KK wavefunction near the brane.
The bottom line is simple: the couplings of the lowest KK graviton to SM fields may be parameterized by a single mass scale Λ, and in the simplest scenarios this state's phenomenology is largely determined by this parameter and its mass m 1 . We treat these as free parameters, though return to comment on their possible sizes later; one can think of this as defining a "simplified model" for KK graviton phenomenology.
B. The Randall-Sundrum model
The Randall-Sundrum two-brane model [13] RS1 provides an illustrative toy model of the preceding discussion. It may be described by a five-dimensional metric (compare (1))
where y ranges from 0 ("IR" or "SM brane") to πR ("UV brane"). This differs from the original parameterization [13] in terms of coordinates x , φ by
in [13] R was called r c . Then, the four-and fivedimensional Planck masses are related by (compare (2))
The mass of the lowest graviton KK mode is [16] 
where x 1 = 3.83 is the first zero of the Bessel function J 1 . The parameter k also determines the falloff radius r 1 ∝ 1/k, so we find [16] (compare (8))
since typically kR 1. In this RS1 context, Λ has instead been called Λ π , and is related to
III. THE SIGNAL
We now turn to a discussion of the intriguing possibility that a warped KK graviton G * 1 could be the source of the 750 GeV diphoton excess, and to other constraints on such a scenario. In this paper we focus on the simplest case where the SM is restricted to a brane at y m = 0, as described above, although more general scenarios can be explored with Standard Model fields extending into the extra dimensions.
If a KK graviton is the source of the 750 GeV excess, this implies that the warping is significant, since in a pure large extra dimensions scenario [1, 14] there would be a near-continuum of KK excitations on these energy scales. As we have discussed, m 1 = 750 GeV is then related to a characteristic curvature scale of the extra dimensions; for the example of RS1 this would imply k = 196 GeV.
The remaining free parameter is Λ in (7), which can be fixed by matching to the signal cross section σ (pp → G * 1 → γγ). A 1.755 K-factor for 13 TeV, from the next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD corrections [17] [18] [19] [20] , is used in our work. We calculate the leading order (LO) graviton production cross section with MadGraph5 [21] with CT14llo parton distribution function (PDF) [22] . The renormalization scale (µ R ) and the factorization scale (µ F ) are fixed to be µ R = µ F = 750 GeV. Since we use the NLO QCD K-factor in calculating the inclusive cross section, the (renormalization and factorization) scale dependence uncertainty is estimated to be suppressed to 9.3% [18] . The uncertainties from the choice of the PDFs are estimated by also performing calculations with CTEQ6L1 [23] and MSTW2008LO PDFs [24] . We then find, including the combined uncertainties,
Here we estimate the central value by taking the algebraic average of the central values from the different PDFs, and the error region is the region covered by the scale uncertainties with different PDFs.
To fit the excess from the ATLAS collaboration, we generate parton level events using MadGraph5 [21] with CT14llo parton distribution function (PDF) [22] . pp → G * 1 + nj events are generated to n=1. The MLM matching scheme is used to avoid double counting in the parton showering [25] . All parton level events are showered using PYTHIA6.4 with Tune Z2 parameter assignment [26, 27] . We use DELPHES3 to mimic detector effects [28, 29] . More details of this fitting procedure can be found in [30, 31] σ (pp → G * 1 → γγ) = 13.7 +5.9 −5.1 fb. The cut acceptance from our simulation is 27.5% for a narrow width KK graviton.
A best-fit result to the 13 TeV CMS data (σ = 6.6 The partial decay widths of the KK graviton to SM particles via the Lagrangian (7) are given in [32] . The 
where N C is a color factor which is 8 for gluons, 3 for quarks and 1 for colorless particles, and δ is 1/2 for selfconjugate particles and 1 for other particles. The total width of a 750 GeV KK graviton is then
justifying the narrow-width approximation. The decay branching ratio to the diphoton final state is ( see FIG. 3 )
As a result, the best-fit coupling scale from the ATLAS diphoton excess is
and the CMS best-fit coupling scale is
If we consider the combined results, the best-fit coupling scale is
The PDF uncertainties and statistical uncertainty are combined independently in these error estimates. If a warped KK graviton couples with this strength, one also expects signals in other channels [5, 12] . Therefore, we next turn to an examination of constraints from other LHC data.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM LHC RUN-I
In this section, we examine constraints on a warped KK graviton from direct searches performed on LHC Run-I data. From the decay branching ratios of a 750 GeV KK graviton shown in FIG. 3 , we find that the most important decay channel is the dijet channel where here the jets are associated with gluons and up, down, charm and strange quarks. The constraint from this channel is weak due to the huge SM background. The 8 TeV inclusive cross section of the 750 GeV KK graviton is calculated with MadGraph5 with the parameters and PDFs described in the last section. The result is (with the Kfactor 1.922 [20] , for 8 TeV)
In TABLE I, we list constraints from ATLAS and CMS at the 8 TeV LHC. The strongest constraint on Λ comes from the 8 TeV diphoton search by the CMS collaboration, which rule out the parameter range Λ < 69 TeV at 95% C.L. Thus the best-fit point to the 13 TeV ATLAS diphoton data is excluded by this result. However, the CMS best-fit result and the combined fit result is still allowed within 1σ. We can also consider the signal and bounds from AT-LAS and CMS collaborations separately. The 8 TeV bound from ATLAS collaboration is Λ > 63 TeV from the dilepton channel. So the ATLAS signal is excluded by its 8 TeV result. The 8 TeV bound from the CMS collaboration is Λ > 69 TeV from the diphoton channel, so the best-fit result of the CMS signal is just at the exclusion bound. Again, if we consider the uncertainties from the PDFs, as shown in TABLE II, it is seen that the CMS best-fit and the combined result are certainly allowed within 1σ when these uncertainties are included. The 1σ ATLAS best-fit region is at the edge of the exclusive bound from the ATLAS 8 TeV results when we considered these PDF uncertainties. a This is the constraint on a spin-1 particle. The spin-2 KK graviton will have a little larger cut acceptance and the exact constraint will be a little smaller but roughly the same. 
V. CONSTRAINTS FROM LHC RUN-II
One should also examine the dilepton constraints from the 13 TeV LHC on a warped KK graviton. Both AT-LAS and CMS collaborations search for an exotic spin-1 resonance in the dilepton final state [45, 46] . The upper bounds are summarized in TABLE III. To give a constraint for a graviton, we generate the signal events by the same method as in Sec. III but require the graviton to decay into dileptons. We also simulate a 750 GeV Z for comparison, and infer the graviton bounds using the ratio between the cut acceptances, which should suppress uncertainties. The ratios between graviton and Z (27) The cut acceptances for the graviton are larger than for the Z due to the final state leptons being more central in the detector on average, which was also noted for the 8 TeV LHC (e.g., see Ref [41] ). The strongest constraints are from the ee-channel. We show the constraints on a warped KK graviton from such 13 TeV dilepton searches in TABLE IV. We only show the result with CT14llo PDF since the constraints here are also from the 13 TeV LHC. We see from the result that the combined best- fit result from the 13 TeV ATLAS and 13 TeV CMS diphoton data is nearly excluded by the 13 TeV dilepton constraints (CMS ee channel), at 98% C.L. The best-fit result from the ATLAS signal is excluded by the 13 TeV CMS dielectron channel with 98.8% C.L., and excluded by the 13 TeV ATLAS dielectron channel with 96.8% C.L. The best-fit result from the 13 TeV CMS diphoton data is however (with less than 1σ uncertainty) still consistent with the 13 TeV dilepton constraints. The CMS report[3] also combines the 8 TeV results with the 13 TeV results. The best-fit to the combined 8 TeV and 13 TeV CMS diphoton data is
Λ= 86
which is consistent with the constraint from the 13 TeV LHC dilepton data. We also conclude from this discussion that if the 750 GeV excess is confirmed by the next round of data, and its source is a KK graviton in the simple type of warped compactification that we have considered, the resonance should also be found very soon in the dilepton channel. 4 
VI. DISTINGUISHING THE GRAVITON FROM A SPIN-0 RESONANCE
It is well known that the final state diphoton angular distribution can be used to investigate the spin of a resonance. In this section, we estimate the luminos- ity which is needed to measure the spin of this diphoton resonance. For an (optimistic) example we assume the signal strength is the best-fit value to the ATLAS excess. In this preliminary estimate, we only generate the pp → γγ SM background events with at most one additional jet with MadGraph5, PYTHIA6.4 and MLM matching scheme. The background strength is rescaled to the ATLAS background. In addition to the cuts used by the ATLAS collaboration [2] , we require that the diphoton invariant mass satisfy
The distribution of the difference between the pseudorapidity of the leading and subleading photons in each event is shown in FIG. 4 . To distinguish a spin-2 resonance from a spin-0 resonance with 99% C.L., roughly 50 fb −1 integrated luminosity is needed at 13 TeV. Of course, assuming the excess persists, more data will be needed to distinguish between spin 0 and spin 2 if the estimated signal cross section decreases. Note that the CMS collaboration separates their events into the "EBEB" (containing photon pairs where both candidates are reconstructed in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) barrel) and "EBEE" (containing photon pairs where one of the candidates is reconstructed in the ECAL endcaps) categories. Their data shows that there is a significant (in fact, more) contribution to the signal from the EBEE category. This could hint that a spin-2 resonance is favored by the excess, but more data is needed to draw a conclusion.
VII. RELATING PHENOMENOLOGICAL TO FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS
As we have described, measurement of the mass of the lightest KK graviton can be thought of as determining a typical curvature radius scale of the extra-dimensional geometry. As a specific example, eq. (12) shows that a mass of 750 GeV fixes k = 196 GeV in RS1.
The strength of the signal, parameterized by Λ, is a combination of the higher-dimensional Planck mass, and the scale r 1 determining the density of the wavefunction in the extra dimensions, as in (8) . If r 1 is the same scale as 1/m 1 , as might be typically expected, this then determines M D . Specifically, in the example of RS1, this happens through (13) , which with Λ = 60 TeV, determines M 5 = 33 TeV.
Finally, the warped volume is then determined by the ratio M 4 /M D , as in (2) . In the RS1 example this becomes (11) , which determines kR 9.7.
VIII. MODULI AND RADION
In general warped compactifications, there will also be light scalar fields arising from deformations of the compact metric g ab which correspond to moduli. In general, the dynamics of the extra dimensions must provide a potential that gives mass to these deformations, for realistic phenomenology. We won't consider the full story of such moduli, which can be complicated, here, but instead briefly illustrate such considerations in the toy model of RS1.
In RS1 there is a single light scalar radion arising from the yy component of the metric. A simple stabilization mechanism was introduced by Goldberger and Wise in [47] . This gave a radion mass which is determined in terms of k and R, as well as certain dimension 3/2 vacuum expectation value (vev) parameters v h , v v , as [48] 
(here v v , v h are rescaled compared to [48] ); corrections including back reaction are given in [49] . Since kR ∼ 10 to generate the hierarchy, a subplanckian vev scale [47] 
< 1 implies a radion mass in Goldberger/Wisestabilized RS1 that is well below that of the KK graviton; with the parameters inferred above, we find m rad 4 GeV. Searches for such a radion provide another test for such warped compactifications, though it is difficult to make precise and general statements for the general such compactification, where moduli phenomenology depends on the details of the stabilization mechanism.
To illustrate the phenomenology of the radion φ, consider the case where it couples to gravity only minimally. Its interaction with SM fields is given by [49] 
where v = 246 GeV is the vev of the SM Higgs field, and γ = v/( √ 6Λ) 1.6 × 10 −3 . Thus, the coupling is quite weak. After electroweak symmetry breaking, one finds that [50] 
where β QCD and β QED are the QCD and QED beta functions, respectively. The dominant production channel for the radion at a hadron collider is via gluon-gluon fusion. For such a light radion, the strongest constraints are from exotic scalar searches from heavy meson decay processes, M → γφ → γff where M = Υ(nS), J/ψ. From the expressions in [51] we find
for m radion < 4 GeV and M = Υ(nS), J/ψ. Such a tiny branching ratio is beyond current experimental sensitivity [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] .
IX. STANDARD MODEL MATTER IN THE BULK
The SM particles might also propagate, or have nontrivial distributions, in some of the extra dimensions. For example, in the bulk RS model, the coupling strengths between the KK graviton and the SM particles are corrected by an overlap between the wavefunctions of the SM particles and the KK graviton in the extra dimensions [58] . Such corrections can be different for SM fermions (C ff G * , the gluon-gluon initial state contributes more to graviton production, and the production rate at 8 TeV LHC is decreased relative to the discussion above. Hence, constraints from 8 TeV LHC data are weakened. Also, the G * 1 decay branching ratio to the dilepton final state would decrease. Then, the dilepton signal might be much weaker than the diphoton signal, and might not be observed at 13 TeV LHC in the near future. There is a lot of modeldependency on the extra-dimensional geometry in such more-complicated models, which makes precise prediction here more difficult.
X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have found that a warped KK graviton, with a coupling strength given by a scale Λ 60 +12 −10 TeV, is consistent with the 750 GeV excess observed at ATLAS and CMS. Constraints from other channels, particularly the 13 TeV dilepton data, put pressure on such a result in the simplest warped compactification scenarios, but are not strongly inconsistent with it. Thus, if the signal continues to be observed in future data, confirmation of such a scenario should also readily come from the dilepton channel. The constraints and this prediction are weakened for more complex warped scenarios. But in either case, confirmation would also ultimately come from angular distributions.
In the event the current excess does not persist, the preceding discussion gives a simple parameterization of KK graviton phenomenology, based on a simplified model that derives from a general warped compactification scenario. We have outlined how phenomenological parameters are related to the fundamental ones of such a warped compactification, and to aspects of the higherdimensional geometry. This discussion could thus be pertinent to unraveling such a signal in the event one is discovered at higher mass.
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